We present a method allowing a significant speed-up 
Introduction
Subspace methods and eigenspace decomposition (principle component decomposition) are well-suited for the target class detection problem -e.g. the task of locating a generic human face [7, 5] , lips [2, 4] , hands and many other structures [3] in images. In [1] , Moghaddam and Pentland show how eigen-detection can be formulated as a maximum likelihood problem. Quantities commonly used in eigendetection, the distance in feature space and distance from subspace, are interpreted as components of Pxj , i.e. the conditional probability density of x, given that x belongs to class (the class of face, hand, lip images, etc.). 1 .
In this paper, we make use of Pxj , but re-formulate the eigen-detection task in a hypothesis testing framework:
a subimage x is accepted in class (i.e. a face is detected at x) iff P jx t
where t is a threshold on P jx, the probability of x being an instance of class (P jx is proportional to Pxj if the probability of the non-face class is assumed constant). t corresponding to a chosen significance level .
We will show that to reject the 'subimage x in class '
hypothesis it is often sufficient to compute only a fraction of the full set of eigen-projections. The proposed improved algorithm produces provably identical results to the standard method, by establishing an upper bound on P jx, denoted P " i jx, that is iteratively updated after every eigen-
The reduction in eigen-projection computations gained by the proposed approach depends on the number of eigenvectors in the class model and the data in which instances are searched; For certain thresholds t and some subimages only a single eigen-projection was sufficient to reject the 'face (hand, lips) present' hypothesis. In this case, eigendetection and correlation with a single template (the mean of the training set) are equivalent; the method described below may be therefore used to detect this equivalence and is suitable for assessing the necessary complexity of a class model for a given background. The proposed algorithm is not a new target detection method, rather it shows how to efficiently implement the eigen-detection approach, with a performance guaranteed to be identical to the standard technique of computing a fixed number of eigen-projections at every chosen location. The benefit is independent of the practically important issue of search strategy, ie. the problem of choosing suitable subimages x, i.e. locations, scales, rotation angles etc. at which the likelihood P jx is evaluated.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define P " i jxand show it is indeed an upper bound of P jx. In section 3 we report test results on representative images -a group photo, a simple background headand-shoulders scene and a complex background head-andshoulders scene. We summarize the contribution in section 4.
Lower bound for the Mahalanobis distance
Given a training set T x = fx 1 ; : : : ; x NT g of Ndimensional image vectors the we can estimate the mean T x and covariance matrix of the underlying distribution. We calculate by eigen-decomposition of the matrix of eigenvectors of and the diagonal matrix containing the corresponding eigenvalues in decreasing order. is the basis of the Karhunen-Loeve Transform. We assume that the class-conditional probability density for x is Gaussian (which is reasonable for our data [1] Since 
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8: end whilẽ t is the threshold for D M x corresponding to t for P " i jx.
Experiments
Training data. A model of the face image class used in our experiments was calculated by principle component analysis of the covariance matrix of a collection of images from the publicly available M2VTS database [6] . Selected images (148 frontal views of 37 individuals, four images per person) were geometrically and photometrically registered.
Test Images. The test images were taken from the CMU Database. Since our improvement of the eigen-detection method does not depend on the search strategy for the correct scale, rotation and location we simplified the experiments by scaling the test images manually roughly to the scale of the training data. The detection was then performed at every location of the test image at a single scale.
Results. Figure 1 (a) and figure shows the detection of faces on one of the test images "cnn2600" and the corre- 
Conclusions
We presented a method allowing a significant speed-up of the eigen-detection method (detection based on principle component analysis). We derived a formula for an upper bound on the class-conditional probability (or, equivalently, a lower bound on the Mahalanobis distance) on which detection is based. While provably obtaining results identical to the standard technique, we reported in section 3 a two to threefold speed-up in face detection experiments on images from the CMU database. 
